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Home Staging 
LET'S COVER THE BASICS

 Does Staging Really Work?

It's EmotionalIt's Emotional

Well for starters, it just did.  You'd rather

look at the pretty pictures in this guide

than read the copy! 

It's the same thing..  Staging connects a

buyer to the space.  A space that they

want to stay in, a lifestyle they want.  

You're ready to move on, and they're looking for a fairytale.  Free of

clutter where every room is straight out of House Beautiful.  The key to

that emotional connection has to be more than the 4 walls.  The décor,

the accents, the layout, it all has to work together to speak to your buyer. 

And this is how it's done!
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       You're thinking about putting your feet
up in front of that fireplace?  Now you're

getting it.  From your marketing photos to
open houses, you want to draw buyers into

the house.  If it FEELS like home, you  
are golden...  

It doesn't matter if it's a buyer or seller's
market.  Even if homes are flying off the

market, statistically you will get 15% more
for your house with a little staging effort.   

It's a bet worth taking. 
 

 Only 10% of homebuyers can visualize the
potential of a home. 

 
The longer a home is on the market, the

lower the price will be!   
 

Leaving a home “as is” will help sell the
competition. 

 
Within fifteen seconds a buyer has  

formed their first opinion. 
 

All houses will sell, but for how much  
and when? 

Let Me Guess..



Remember when
Remember when you bought the house?  Think back to what you noticed, good and bad.  Now,
what do you love?  The idea is to BE the BUYER and play up the positives!  Writing it all down

helps you see the big picture.   
The BIG profit picture..

What did you notice?

What do you love?

What would you change?
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Step by Step

START HERE!

Assess the Room

Depersonalize

Re-Accessorize

Remove the ClutterPick a Focal Point

Ask For Help

Rearrange Furnishings

Final Prep to Show

Repair or Replace

Clean!

What is the room used for

and can it work as

anything else? What

would you notice as a

potential buyer?

Select one asset that

highlights the room’s

attributes and draw

attention to it.

Keep knickknacks and
mementos at a minimal so

buyers see the overall
vision of the space.  A few
statement pieces are ok

but too much is a
distraction. 

Remove personal

collections and pictures. 

Buyer need to picture

themselves in the space, not

envision you living there.

Showcase rooms by

minimizing furniture in dining

rooms, bedrooms and living

rooms. The pieces you

remove could go into

storage or be re-purposed in

other rooms..

Repair and replace all those

little items you could live with

but that may make a

potential buyer wonder “what

else is wrong.. It's a good

time to assess the paint! 

See our paint palette guide.

Take a new look at your

space and bring back a few

statement pieces.  Focus on

places you want to highlight

or draw their attention away

from something else!

Get in the routine of being

model home ready.  Have a

basket near by to scoop up

everyday belongings and

take them with you.  And

don't PANIC!  Focus on our

Open House Checklist in

this guide.
Like you've never cleaned

before!  Consider hiring a

professional for deep

cleaning and rugs..

Remember to ask for outside

help if you need to.  Your

agent has partnered with us

to be their Home Staging

partner for a reason! 



Room by Room  

Keep

Donate

Need

ROOM

PRIORITIES/HIGHLIGHTS

TIPS

Print this sheet for all the main rooms in your house that need some attention. 
Walk through each one and take notes.  Keep in mind the tips below!

Play up a focal point

Strategically use art to highlight 

Light up any dark areas

Decorated for your audience?

Take down anything too personal

Maintenance or touch-ups needed?

Clean and minimal but with personality!



Fix this 
Room
Dark & Dated 

No personally 

Nothing to draw you in 

How big is the room? 

Any special features of the room? 

Why am I still in this room?? 

 

Now let's see how we can

improve on those emotions.. 

Modern and bright lighting 

Updated and cozy bedding  

Artwork specific for the

demographic 

Wide angle photo to show off

the room's assets and size 

 

Relaxing right? 

 

That's the right emotion to

keep them interested! 

 

Much Better!

One of the challenges in this room was the massive dark upholstered headboard.  If you can't get rid of an eye soar, try covering it! 

We wrapped a fitted white sheet around the existing fabric and voila!  It disappeared behind the pretty pillows and bedding. 

 

 Ask Yourself in Every Room
Can I lighten & brighten?  Update?  What would this room look like in a photo?   

Is it decorated for my target audience or for me? 
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Got a Weird One?
Don't be afraid to move things around and float some furniture!  If your room is difficult to

space plan, buyers won't be up to the challenge..  

The room feels unbalanced and

pushed into the corner. 

The furniture hugs the walls and is

too far apart.  The room is large but

doesn't flow.

There is zero attention on the

fireplace focal point, it's an odd

viewing angle from the sofa. 

This sitting area feels like an

afterthought since the scale is too

small.

The Same but Better!
Using the same furniture, we

moved things around to create

a better flow.   

 

A few added accessories and

the space feels completely

different!   

 

Better balance, proper scale,

and the focus is back where it

should be! 
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Color Palette
FULL HOUSE
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Super 

White 
Woodlawn 

Blue 
Calm Woodland 

White

Smoke 

Embers
Cement  

Grey
Sidewalk 

Grey
Gunmetal

We've taken the guest work out of painting!  Modern neutrals that will flow

throughout the house.  We suggest eggshell, low sheen is in!  

Trim Kids bedroom 

Laundry room

Common spaces 

Hallways

Guest bed/bath 

Kitchen

Guest bed/bath Master bed/bath Half bath-dramaKids Bath 

Dining room

*All paint colors are from Benjamin Moore.  If you prefer another brand, just

have them paint match it to the name!



Measure Twice
CHEAT SHEET OF IMPORTANT MEASUREMENTS

Notes:  

Hang pictures so the center is eye level, around 57" up

36" is the ideal space between furniture and walls

18" is the ideal space between a coffee table and sofa

Area rugs should be at least 24" from the outside walls

36"-42" should be used between two living room chairs that are side-by-side

10" is a comfortable sitting space between a stool and a countertop

36" should be the minimum space from the bottom of a chandelier to the table



Let's Do This
CAN YOU CHECK ALL THE BOXES?

Clutter-free doesn't mean

personality free.  Keep

artwork and accessories to a

minimum but make sure to

have them!

Keep it light and bright at all

times!  Use a higher wattage

than usual, dim means dull to

a buyer..  

Upgrade your light fixtures if

they are builder grade. 

Buyers think this a big job and

they don't want to do it!

Upgrade your home's jewelry! 

Door knobs, faucets, house

numbers, mailbox.  Poor quality 

lowers the perceived value of

the house.  

Closets should have so much

extra room, it appears you

never even fill them up!  Clear

out 2/3.

Get rid of all signs of

impending bad weather!  Make

it seem like spring continues

forever in this house..  

Don't be afraid to float!  Call in

a friend or stager to help you

get a new perspective on a

layout.  Don't be a wall hugger!

Leave no room

undetermined!  If you don't

know what it's used for, they

won't either. Make it obvious..

We'll say it again..CLUTTER. 

You want them to feel like

their lives will be carefree and

organized in this house!
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Open House Checklist

Park cars down the street and away from driveway and front of house in order to

give buyers clear picture of home

 Remove any front lawn debris, toys, trashcans, pet debris etc

Garage doors down and front door wide open

Quickly go through home and pick up any extraneous items i.e. toys, clothes

Turn ON every light, open all the blinds, and spray a light sent if necessary 

Spray and wipe bathroom and kitchen counters

Quick vacuum high traffic areas

Exterior 

Interior

It's Go Time!  Rely on this last minute checklist when
it really counts..  You've done all the hard work, it's

time to witness the results!   

Fluff couch pillows, place throw strategically, organize coffee table 

Set out dress towels in bathroom, put the toilet seat down 

 Fluff beds and pillows in all bedrooms 

Always have fresh flowers on hand during home selling months and place them

through out home (particularly in bathrooms and bedrooms) 

Open windows if weather permits and any other relevant doors 

Set out “Emotional Connection Points” in each room; ie kitchen place settings, bed

tray, and patio trays etc. 

Remove any pet dishes, litter boxes completely 

Empty all garbage cans (especially in kitchen) 



Weekly Planner 
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday Friday Fri/Sat



Note Pad 
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Staging Resource Guide 
HELP IS JUST A CLICK AWAY!
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Furniture

If you find yourself in need of a few items to help stage, check out our list of favorites!  Some
unexpected places to buy furniture and accessories, without breaking the bank.   

Plus you can take them with you after you sell! 

10%
Set the Stage

Accessories

Art.com 
Minted 

Art to Frames

Artwork 

Home Depot 
Wayfair 

World Market 
Christmas Tree Shop 

 

HomeGoods 
Marshalls 
TJMaxx 

Overstock

Home Staging & Interiors

OFF  

Any Home Staging or Interior Design service or home decor purchase.  One coupon per customer. 

Enter code HAPPY10 at checkout, or mention it when purchasing services.
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